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________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

CAREER OBJECTIVE:                                                                                                                                                                                 
 

To attain the highest pinnacle of success with a zeal to acquire unprecedented knowledge in 

whatever I do. 

 

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS:                                                                                                

 
2013: Post-Graduation Degree in Management and Post-Graduation Diploma in Planning &  

Entrepreneurship form IIPM. 

2010: BSc. IT from St. Andrews College Mumbai with 78.64%, secured first in college. 

2007: HSC from St. Andrews College Mumbai with 60%. 

2005: SSC from St. Michaels High School Mumbai with 68.64%. 

 
Projects:                                                                                                                                                         

 
Mobile Attendance                                                                                                                                                                 

  

Complete offline mobile attendance solution for Salesforce cloud platform. Allows user to 

capture attendance offline on android 4+ devices even without internet connectivity and sync 

offline data with salesforce cloud whenever connectivity is restored. 

 

Responsibilities:  

Played the role of a Responsible Contact for the project. To provide guidelines and expertise 

on technologies, primarily on mobile and SFDC. Oversee the development process and build 

QA around the mobile and SFDC application.  

 

Adoption:  

The application is adopted by organizations like Stir and being used by more than 100+ session 

conductors to capture data of more than 10,000 students. 

 
SMS Gateway                                                                                                                                                               

 

A real-time highly redundant cloud application that empowers organization to use Sms as a 

means of communication with customers. This application builds a seamless integration 

between SFDC and Telerivet that allows for a two way automated sms communication. 

 

Responsibilities: Be the single point of contact for the complete UI design and development 

plus establishing a bench mark for performance and stress testing to comply with heavy sms 

traffic. Version control and new releases. 

 

Adoption: Used by MyAgro, a company that envisions moving a million small-scale farmers 

beyond subsistence farming and out of poverty. This app to allows affiliated famers use sms 

to add money to their account using recharge cards using sms as the means of account 

management and consumer interaction. A customized version is deployed for CB-BAM. 



 

TimeLine                                                                                                                                                                

 

A highly customizable SFDC app that pulls data from user selected objects and automatically 

builds a timeline using the data within. 

 

Responsibilities: 

System and UI design. Conceptualizing, designing and developing the entire app flow that 

allows users to select custom/standard objects and set various reporting and data filter 

parameters of the timeline chart that allows for specific and/or generalized reporting. System 

and unit testing. 

 

Adoption:  

The application is deployed and used by various non-profit organizations like Samdana and 

TGF to name a few and has found wide internal adoption within Vera Solutions due to its 

flexibility and customization option. 

 

Tugende                                                                                                                                                                

 

An organization that creates opportunity through ownership by kick-starting financial 

independence for Ugandan motorcycle taxi drivers. Building a lease management system that 

integrates with a payment gateway provider (Musoni) to track transactions in near real-time. 

 

Responsibilities: 

Develop a Push and Pull based JSON integration with Musoni a microfinance management 

platform using SFDC REST API.  

 

Adoption:  

The system is the primary lease management & client management system for Tugende. 

 

Salesforce development                                                                                                                                                                

 

Worked on a number of projects with varied development responsibilities, from developing 

Apex triggers, VisualForce pages, API integrations, test classes, using Google Charts to build 

a baseline reporting system according to WHO standards and numerous other tasks. Clients 

include Pollinate, UAP, FMCH, MyAgro, BlueEngine. 

 

Web development                                                                                                                                                                

 

 Designed and developed a complete online presence suite for  

-Aarian Inc.   -Auxin management  -Shehz-n-shades  

 Design, Develop and deploy an Enterprise class MIS application for CTEA India on 

behalf of Host2Unlimited as part of PGDM summer internship which required client 

interaction, requirement analysis and system development. 

Skills developed along the way:                                                                                                                                              

 Strong logical reasoning coupled with excellent communication and expression skills 

 Focus on both, macro and micro level solutions 

 Agile mode of software development  

 Design and system planning of high performance, scalable system on the cloud  

 Strong grasp of system integration, web technologies and Databases 

 Translate complex problems to simple, intuitive UI’s with emphasis on UX 

 SGDC configuration, customization and development using APEX and VisualForce 



 Extremely proficient with coding, HTML/CSS, REST API, JavaScript, jQuery, Ajax,  and 

anything that is technology 

 
Passionate about:                                                                                                                                          

 Design and technology  

 Enjoy reading anything that is science and tech; wired, mashable, entrepreneur.  

 Avid Gamer, HAWX, CS, COD and FIFA being favorites  

 Writing about gadgets and technology platforms 

 Passionate about cricket & cardistry 

 Love listening to music specially Sonu Nigam.   

 When doing none of the above I am hooked to NGC, Discovery Science or 9gag. 

 

Awards and achievements:                                                                                                                                         

 SSB Recommended, Indian Navy selection board for Indian Navy Pilot, Batch No. 62985. 

 Alfred pinto scholarship for securing first rank in BSc. IT. 

 Interviewed Mr. Pankaj K. Jain head K-Lounge pan India, K.K.C.L to analyze and publish a 

paper on leadership skills, operations, dispute resolution and management style. 

 

 

Personal details:                                                                                                                                  _  

 

Date of Birth 10th October, 1989 Nationality Indian 

Gender Male Marital Status Single 

Fathers Name Mr. Basharat Ali Shaikh Languages Known 

English, Hindi, 

German, 

Marathi. 

 

I hereby declare that all the information provided by me in this application is factual and  

Correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

 

                                                                                                                    

                     Shaikh Mohd. Nadeem 


